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Travel Report by Iva (Vienna, Summer 2021)
Hello everone,
into these lines you can read about my story here in
Vienna and in ActiLingua school. I was staying here
two weeks, but it was not about German language
how is common here, but ActiLingua had offered
English course too. I told myself that this is the good
way for me, how I can visit, meet and study
together. Vienna was the nicest possibility, because
it is very close to Czech Republic and if someone
does not know this city, it is a shame.

STUDY
Firstly when I came here, I had some problems, but just really small problems.
But the main thing is a communication. I met nice person in office centre, told
her about that and almost everything was solved. Lucky person.
The lessons were good. During two weeks I met two teachers. The first one was
Joona and second one was Marcos. We were
working together and had done lots of
important things which helped us to improve
our language. Lessons were full of exercises
focused on listening, writing, speaking and
reading. We practised as much as possible. The
activities were for everyone who wanted to
cooparate with other members of group. Each
of us got a feedback in every lesson. What was
one of the main things is that the teachers
adapted lessons for our needs.

ACCOMODATION
I have to recommend ActiLingua residence. Nice place where is situated near
the tram station. If you would like to use it. But if you are person who prefers
to move, it is no problem go to school by foot. The journey takes approximately
30 minutes. The walk is very calm and it is no possible to lose there. Your
direction is straight way.
Breakfast is so delicious. Your every day you can smell like fresh croissant and
cake. You can choose whatever you want. Sweet tooth or sour tooth will be
satisfied. For everyone is nice fresh food with smiling waitress. 

FREE TIME
It is a summer time. And it is almost a
obligation to go and see and enjoy this
capital city of Austria – Wien. Look and
inspire. Maybe – it could be your „must‐
have“ based on my point of view.
It is absolutely understandable to start with
places, witch is the most famous for
everyone who likes:
‐ historical things ‐ Ringstraße,
Votivkirche, Hofburg, Heldenplatz, Stephansdom, …
‐ museums – Albertina, Belvedere, Kunsthalle,…
‐ Prater, …
But if you are here, it is not just only about these known places.
Be unusual person and:
1.
2.
3.
4.

go an find some nice unknow church, where you can stay alone;
go and find new study place outside with fountains;
go and look for Hundertwasserhaus;
go and taste delicious coffee, because Vienna is a typical for it;

5. go and buy something in Naschmarkt;
6. go and stay in the Hawelka coffee, where find typical time period named
BOHEMA;
7. go and try Sachercake in a place where the Sachercake was made –
Sacher café;
8. go and open your hearts to unknow musician at the park, because
Vienna is a place of musicians;
9. rent a bike and cycle as much as possible, because move is important
thing for you body;
10.spend your time as you would like, look up to the sky and enjoy every
minute in every day.

